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Abstract— We analyse the time series of solar irradiance measurements using chaos theory.
The False Nearest Neighbour method (FNN), one of the most common methods of chaotic analysis
is used for the analysis. One year data from the weather station located at Nanyang Technological
University (NTU) Singapore with a temporal resolution of 1 minute is employed for the study.
The data is sampled at 60 minutes interval and 30 minutes interval for the analysis using the FNN
method. Our experiments revealed that the optimum dimension required for solar irradiance is
4 for both samplings. This indicates that a minimum of 4 dimensions is required for embedding
the data for the best representation of input. This study on obtaining the embedding dimension
of solar irradiance measurement will greatly assist in fixing the number of previous data required
for solar irradiance forecasting.
1. INTRODUCTION
The time series modelling can be easier once the behaviour of time series is well studied. It helps
to find out any hidden determinism underlying in the time series data. The analysis of time series
data will be helpful to estimate the minimum number of dimensions (variables) required to predict
its future state. The time series of most of the natural processes looks erratic [1], however according
to chaos theory; these complex patterns can have simple causes. This concept has motivated to
apply it for analysing the time series data of solar irradiance, a regular event that occurs in the
atmosphere. Out of the various methods available to study the chaotic behaviour of a time series,
False Nearest Neighbour method (FNN) is used in the present study.
Chaos theory was developed to understand the dynamical systems with randomness over time
in a better way. Lorenz [2] was the first one who reported chaotic characteristics of atmosphere and
climate while developing numerical models. In general, chaos theory is the study of forever changing
complex systems (dynamical systems) based on mathematical concepts of recursion [3]. The change
and time are the two subjects which together constitute the foundation of chaos. Even though a
system is dynamic and showing random behaviour, chaos theory opens a realm to understand the
static property within a dynamical complex system. The behavioural analysis of a time series is
essential to understand the stable properties in its complex evolution. The embedding dimension is
a way to mathematically characterize the ‘complexity’ of the systems evolution which can be used
for better representation of input data.
Better representation of data is very essential prior to the development of any learning models.
False nearest neighbour method is the most widely used tool to estimate the minimum embedding
dimension needed to unfold the behaviour of a time series. The present study is focused to estimate
the optimal embedding dimension of solar irradiance of Singapore weather data with the help of
false nearest neighbour method. We performed experiments on one year of time series data with a
frequency of 60 minutes samples and 30 minutes samples.
2. CHAOS THEORY ON SOLAR IRRADIANCE
Solar irradiance is the power per unit area of electromagnetic radiation received from sun. It is
measured in W/m2. The analysis of solar irradiance and its prediction is important, as it has many
applications, especially in the energy generation for solar based power plants. The solar irradiance
also plays a role in climate modelling and weather forecasting. Medvigy and Beaulieu [4] observed
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2a correlation between solar irradiance and precipitation. Researchers started using this variable
for predicting the onset of precipitation [5]. However, the variation of solar irradiance is quite
erratic (chaotic nature) due to atmospheric conditions like cloudiness which makes its prediction
difficult. Hence, proper analysis of solar irradiance time series data is crucial. The false nearest
neighbours (FNN) algorithm is used as a method for determining the proper embedding dimension
for recreating or unfolding the dynamics of non-linear systems [6, 7].
For the sake of generality and a complete understanding of chaos theory, we explain the im-
portant terms that are used throughout this paper. Let us suppose that xt and xt+1 are the solar
irradiance measurements at time instants t and t + 1.
2.1. Phase space
A standard phase space is the graph between different kinds of variables. However, in chaos theory,
mostly pseudo phase space diagram is used for the behavioural study. Pseudo phase space diagram
is an imaginary graphical space in which the axes represent values of one physical feature,taken at
different times. The pseudo space co-ordinates represent the variables needed to specify the state
of a dynamical system. Some of the time series can be very long and therefore difficult to show
on a single graph, a phase space plot condenses all the data into a manageable space on a graph.
Although no one can draw a graph for more than three variables while still keeping the axes at
right angles to one another, the idea of phase space holds for any number of variables [3]. The
deterministic time series confines a small area in the phase space plot but for stochastic time series
the phase points may fill the entire space [8].
2.2. Lag
In this work, the method of time-delayed embedding is used for reconstructing a higher dimensional
pseudo phase-space from a one dimensional time series [9, 10]. Pseudo phase space is a setting for
comparing a time series to later measurements within the same data (a sub-series). For instance,
a plot of xt+1 vs xt shows how each observation (xt) compares to the next one (xt+1). In that
comparison, the group of xt values represent the basic series and the group of xt+1 values represent
the sub-series. By extending that idea, each observation (xt) can be compared with two later
measurements or sub-series (xt+1 and xt+2) and so on. Lag is selected as a constant interval in
time between the basic series and any other sub-series. It specifies the rule or basis for defining the
sub-series. For instance, when compared with the basic series (xt), the sub-series xt+1 is with a lag
of one, sub-series xt+2 is with a lag of two and so on. Lagged phase space is a special type of pseudo
phase space in which the coordinates represent lagged values of one physical feature. Such a graph
is long-established and common in time-series analysis. It is a basic, important, and standard tool
in chaos theory as well [3].
2.3. Embedding dimension
The embedding dimension is the total number of separate time series (including the original series,
plus the shorter series obtained by lagging that series) included in chaotic analysis. The analysis
need not involve every possible sub-series. For example, one might set the lag at one, and compare
xt with xt+1, in that case the embedding dimension is two. The next step might be to add another
sub-series xt+2 and consider groups xt, xt+1, and xt+2 together, in that case embedding dimension
is three and so on. From a graphical point of view, the embedding dimension is the number of
axes on a pseudo phase space graph. Analytically, it is the number of series used in the chaotic
analysis. For prediction purposes, we can construct pseudo phase space of dimension m which can
be decided using FNN method. From a prediction point of view, the embedding dimension is the
number of previous inputs that is used to predict the future value in the series plus one. Thus
embedding dimension gives an idea to use the number of previous inputs required for predicting
the future state of the variable.
3. FALSE NEAREST NEIGHBOUR METHOD
The false nearest neighbour method (FNN) is one of the effective method for estimating the embed-
ding dimension from the phase space reconstruction [11–14]. Adenan and Noorani [15] developed a
data driven prediction model for stream flow time series using the embedding dimension obtained
from FNN algorithm and reported a better prediction result.The FNN algorithm is based on the
geometry of the phase space reconstructed using a single time series. If there is enough information
in the reconstructed phase space to predict the future output, then two vectors which are close in
the reconstructed phase space will also have future outputs which are close [6]. If the embedding
3is not done in enough dimensions then there will be some neighbours in the space with vastly
different outputs, even though their trajectories are close in the phase space. Such neighbours are
called false neighbours since they are close because of projection onto a space with a dimension
too small to represent the dynamics of the system. This is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1. From
this figure, it is clear that phase space vectors P1 and P2 are not nearest neighbours to each other.
The euclidean distance between these two vectors are calculated in one dimension (d1) as well as in
two dimensions (d2). However, due to projection in one dimension (insufficient to represent actual
geometry), they appear to be close neighbours.
Figure 1: Graphical illustration of false neighbours.
In order to find whether the neighbours are true or false, a ratio test is conducted to determine
whether the distance between the future values are significantly larger than the distance between
the neighbours which are close in reconstructed phase space. In FNN method for each vector in
the phase space Yi, its nearest neighbours Yj are searched in the m dimensional phase space. The
euclidean distance (dm) between Yi and Yj is calculated in the dimension m. Then, their euclidean
distance (dm+1) in (m + 1)
th dimension is estimated and compared with dm. If the ratio between
those two distances (dm+1/dm) is greater than a threshold value, then the vectors are considered
as false neighbours.
This is carried out for each and every vector in phase space and percentage of vectors in the
data which have false neighbours is found. This algorithm is repeated for higher dimensions (m)
until the percentage of false neighbours drops to acceptably small number. Then the dimension of
the reconstructed vector is said to be large enough to make accurate prediction of future outputs.
Thus, for chaotic time series the fraction of false neighbours decreases as the embedding dimension
increases. This happens because the closer vectors in lower dimension remain closer to each other
in higher dimensions. Until the proper embedding is reached, the fraction of false neighbours will
be high and it decreases gradually. The advantages of using FNN method for finding the dimension
of the system are: (i) it does not contain any subjective parameters except for the time-delay for
the embedding; (ii) it does not strongly depend on how many data points are available; and (iii)
is an easier method to implement in practical applications [16]. The FNN method can suggest
the acceptable minimum embedding dimension required by looking at the behaviour of neighbours
when the embedding dimension changes from m to m + 1 [6]. In reconstructed phase space, the
false neighbours are the vectors which lie in the neighbourhood of other vectors, but they do not
belong to the neighbourhood of same vectors when projected to higher dimensions.
43.1. Step by Step Procedure
1. The dynamics of time series (x1, x2, . . . xn) are fully captured or embedded in the m-dimensional
phase space as shown below
(x1, x2, . . . ) −→ {(x1, x2, . . . , xm), (x2, x3, . . . , xm+1), . . . }
2. Identify the nearest vector to a given vector in the phase space for a dimension m based on
the euclidean distance.
3. Determine the ratio dm+1/dm for the same pair of vectors in both the dimensions m and m+1.
4. Check whether the ratio is greater than the threshold value. If it is greater, the neighbour is
considered as false.
5. Repeat the procedure with all the vectors in phase space and find the percentage of false
neighbours for each embedding dimension by comparing with one higher dimension
6. Increase the embedding dimension and repeat the procedure until the percentage of false
neighbour drops to a lower value which will be the dimension required for the prediction
model.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In our experiments, we used 1 year solar irradiance data from the weather station located at
Nanyang Technological University (NTU). This solar irradiance data have temporal resolution of
1 minute. From this data, two data samples with temporal resolution of 60 minutes (solar-60min)
and 30 minutes (solar-30min)are prepared for the chaotic analysis. The solar irradiance data with
60 minute resolution (solar-60min) had 8760 samples with mean 160.68 and standard deviation
255.57. The solar irradiance data with 30 minutes resolution (solar-30min) had 17520 samples with
mean value 161.05 and standard deviation 255.42. Both solar-30min and solar-60min shows similar
statistical behaviour.
False Nearest Neighbour method is applied on both solar-60min and solar-30min data to measure
percentage of false neighbours. Percentage of false neighbours for varying embedding dimensions
from 1 to 7 are plotted in Fig. 2. From the plot, it can be seen that for both solar-60min and
solar-30min, the percentage of false neighbours is saturated to its minimum value at an embedding
dimension of 4.
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Figure 2: We compute the FNN Plot for the solar irradiance measurements at NTU Singapore for the year
2010.
As we discussed in section 2.3, the number of required previous data (input) for the forecasting
is one less than the embedding dimension where the percentage of false neighbours saturates. Since
we got 4 as the embedding dimension for both solar-60min and solar-30min, we need at least 3
5previous data samples for the forecasting of both 60 minute resolution and 30 minute resolution
time series data of solar irradiance.
The mean and standard deviation of solar-60min and solar-30min indicate the similarity between
two data set. The result of false nearest neighbour method also shows similar patterns for these
data set. Therefore, we can conclude that similar forecasting methods are suitable for 60 minute
resolution data and 30 minute resolution data.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have provided a chaotic analysis of solar irradiance recordings, measured at NTU
Singapore. Our experiments on data sampled at 60 minutes and 30 minutes reveal an embedded
dimension of four. This indicates that at least three previous measurements are necessary to reliably
forecast a state of the solar irradiance measured at 60 and 30 minutes intervals. Our future work
involves the use of higher temporal resolutions in such chaos theory analysis. We will also propose
a framework for an accurate and reliable solar irradiance forecasting [17,18].
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